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former, is also important, she said, as many of the most “egregious” payouts are due to non-union employees such as
department heads.

Determining which local public employees have a large payout awaiting them upon retirement — and how much
they will get — is made more difficult by how municipalities are required to compile accumulated sick-time
information. The state mandates that the total value of all accumulated sick days be calculated and listed for each
employee, even though the actual payout may be limited by various monetary, time or career caps.

Ocean City Administrator Frank Donato said that distinction is important to note when looking at lists of accrued
sick-time values.

“When the Governor’s Office said what the liability was for each town and divided it up among each taxpayer,
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Story Commenting Notice

PressofAtlanticCity.com uses Facebook as its primary method for story commenting on the site. This
feature allows you to share easily content and comments with your social network, and you will be able
to see what your friends and other PressofAtlanticCity.com readers are responding to as well. Simply
log into Facebook below to post your comment. View our full terms of service and privacy agreement

Click here to report a comment as abusive.

Opened in 1966, Golf & Tennis World has 1,700 square feet of retail space dedicated to golf clubs, golf clothing
and other golf equipment essential for avid New Jersey golfers.
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you think the Eagles will do?
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